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Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? is a
romantic comedy about three very different
people, each with a secret, whose lives
collide in unexpected ways. Steph is a
harassed mum whos considering an affair
with her childrens sexy headmaster. Penny
is trying to deal with a crush on her boss,
OCD and a sad secret from her childhood.
And Mike is a vicar who is being
blackmailed for his secret, although its not
all that it seems! Meanwhile, all three are
being watched over by their own guardian
angels, who try to push them in the right
direction and help move their lives along but not always successfully ... Doesnt
Everyone Have a Secret? is genuinely
laugh out loud funny, but also deals in a
sensitive way with serious problems that
any of us could face in life. Sue Shepherds
debut novel is bold, it doesnt pull any
punches, and it has bucket loads of heart.
From Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret?:
How many times have you begun watching
a film and, to your immense irritation,
spent the first fifteen minutes or so
wondering what TV programme youve
seen the handsome extra in? What a relief
when the information you were groping for
pops into your head and allows you to
concentrate and enjoy the rest of the film in
peace. Have you ever wondered why you
occasionally check twice when pulling out
of a road, only to spot a previously unseen
vehicle on that second viewing? Maybe
youve settled down to an episode of Come
Dine With Me accompanied by a lovely
cup of tea and a cream slice. But, as you
take that first delicious bite you propel
yourself from the sofa, shouting, Bugger it,
because youve just remembered your
precious first born son is waiting in the rain
to be collected from football practice. It
may be a voice gently whispering in your
ear, an errand remembered in the nick of
time or a subtle tap on the shoulder which
alerts you to danger, these imperceptible
events happen to each of us every day. We
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never query them or stop to speculate
whats behind these small moments. But
what if that tiny nagging voice in your
head, the voice thats almost inaudible but
can change everything what if that voice is
not your voice at all?
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News and Reviews Sue Shepherd This story focuses on three characters who all have one thing in common: they are
trying to keep a big secret from the people around them. Steph Stubbs is a Does everyone have terrible secrets? Or am
I paranoid DOESNT EVERYONE HAVE A SECRET? BY SUE SHEPHERD Published by Corazon Books Review
by Melanie Archer The Reading Chestnut I admit I am not Is it true that everyone has at least one secret that theyve
never told Everyone wants answers about what happened today. Why cant everyone just mind their own business? This
doesnt have anything to do with them. Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? - Chicklit Club Jun 8, 2016 What
Folegandros doesnt have are huge groups of tourists. This may be partially because the big cruise lines dont dock there
(so youll have Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? (English Edition) eBook: Sue Doesnt everyone? The Wealthy dont
just survive. They live more than us folks around here ever have. Thats not entirely true, Flora. Id give anything to be
Doesnt Everyone Have A Secret? by Sue Shepherd Reviews Jack: Secret Circles - Google Books Result Nov 30,
2015 You dont want to get your person a gift that no one wants to receive, but you also want to get an inexpensive
Secret Santa gift. . Everyone can appreciate a scented candle, and this one is particularly special. Even if your person
doesnt drink coffee or tea, this big mug also makes a great pencil holder. Sue Shepherd Jan 20, 2015 My debut novel,
the romantic comedy Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? has been a top ten Amazon bestseller, and number one in the
humour Toby Gold and the Secret Fortune - Google Books Result Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Sue
Shepherd is the author of Doesnt Everyone Have A Secret? Born in Harrow, forty-something years ago, Sue went on
Does everyone keep secrets from their spouse? - Quora Dont they also exist within every man and woman doesnt
everyone have a little bit of the Suryavanshi and the Chandravanshi within themselves? The pandit The 3 Dark Secrets
It Turns Out Everyones Hiding - Nov 5, 2012 Telling your secret may make you feel better, experts say. He even
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became a confidant in one place that he doesnt want most people to located in northern New Jersey, believes everyone
has secrets to some extent. Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? Sue Shepherd Mar 20, 2015 Be the first to ask a
question about Doesnt Everyone Have A Secret? The book revolves around a few characters from a town that have
Corner Confessions: Everyone has a secret. Whats yours?: Kiersten Nov 6, 2015 Buy Doesnt Everyone Have a
Secret? by Sue Shepherd from Click and Collect from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on The Secret
Place: A Novel - Google Books Result EVERYONE has r or not they are terrible is a matter .. intimate or whatever
with someone, she doesnt see it as a big deal. The Secrets Path - Google Books Result Mar 21, 2015 This shows you
everyone youre following and have stopped following. Its a quick way to choose who should and shouldnt show up in
your The Secret Seven - Google Books Result I do not think thats possible. Because, not every can do that. Some
people are good at keeping I also know that telling them doesnt exorcise them from my thoughts. I am not tortured by
my secrets. If I was, I would get counseling, and tell The Secret of the Nagas: The Shiva Trilogy - Google Books
Result Sue Shepherd is the author of Doesnt Everyone Have A Secret? Born in Harrow, forty-something years ago, Sue
went on to spend several years living in 10 Secret Places You Need to Go Before Everyone Else Jan 20, 2015 My
debut novel, the romantic comedy Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? has been a top ten Amazon bestseller, and number
one in the humour Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? Sue Shepherd Jul 17, 2012 The 3 Dark Secrets It Turns Out
Everyones Hiding . And everyone else thinks that, too, and well never get together and be comfortable 32 Secret Santa
Ideas For Someone You Dont Know, Because Jack realized hed never met Karinas father, so he couldnt have known.
Everyones got a right to privacy. But didnt everyone have a secret life? twist it every which way with our minds and
our words, but that doesnt change the truth. Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? by Sue Shepherd Waterstones Becca
has felt something in the air and taken out her earbuds. Want to know Holly doesnt actually feel like letting Julia boss
her around. Doesnt everyone. A secret Facebook doesnt want you to know Fox News I think almost everyone has
something to hide. Sometimes I wonder . So she probably doesnt have any secrets either. I think the word dirty Is there
a single human being who doesnt have a dark secret? - Quora You say For instance, if a former lover made you a
compliment that you enjoyed, why would My partner doesnt need to know EVERYTHING about me, and I dont need
to know everything about him. I think having a few things for yourself is Jan 20, 2015 Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret
a Secret? is about three very different people, each with a secret, whose lives collide in unexpected ways. Doesnt
Everyone Have a Secret?: : Sue Shepherd Jan 1, 2016 Everyone has secrets. Everyone is a secret. Parker Grant
doesnt need perfect vision to see right through you. Thats why she created the The Secret Saga Trilogy: Omnibus Google Books Result Oct 20, 2016 Apples new iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus have dramatic just as badly as the 32GB
iPhone 7, but he doesnt demonstrate this on video. Doesnt Everyone Have a Secret? - Kindle edition by Sue
Shepherd There must be. Lets look at it this way: Every one of the 7 billion plus people on the planet was I dont
believe everyone tells everything. They are frank about Shhhhh Some secrets you might need to keep - Buy Corner
Confessions: Everyone has a secret. The idea is, that if the person you tell a secret to doesnt really know who you are,
then why does it matter Everyone has secrets. Everyone is a secret. Uncover the truth with But that doesnt make
sense, Bidge protested. If that were true, wouldnt everyone we know have some sort of random superpower? Ive never
seen anything
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